. Isosurfaces of the spin density (high spin) for defective CeO2 (111) 3+ locations on nearest-neighbor (A, B, C, D….) or next-nearest-neighbor (1, 2, 3, 4….) sites to the vacancies in the outermost cationic layer; S denotes a Ce 3+ in the layer beneath. Only the three outermost atomic layers are shown for simplicity. Table S1 . Oxygen vacancy formation energies (eV) of a SSV on the reduced CeO2(111) surface with 5 × 5 periodicity for different configurations of the Ce 3+ ions. Nearest (NN) and next-nearest neighbor (NNN) Ce ions to vacancies in the outermost cationic layer are labelled with uppercase letters (A, B, C, D, …) and numerals (1, 2, 3, 4, …), respectively; S denotes a Ce 3+ in the layer beneath. Table S8 . Oxygen vacancy formation energies (eV) of a SSV and a SSSV at the reduced CeO2(111) surface with 2 × 2 periodicity for different configurations of the Ce 3+ ions. Nearest (NN) and next-nearest neighbor (NNN) Ce ions to vacancies in the outermost cationic layer are labelled with uppercase letters (A, B, C, D, …) and numerals (1, 2, 3, 4, …), respectively.
Strain% SSV-AB SSV-1B SSV-14 SSSV-AB SSSV-AD SSSV-1A SSSV-1D SSSV-14 +5 Figure S2 . Isosurfaces of charge that fall into the (A) 0.5 eV to 0.28 eV energy range and (B) 0.28 eV to 0 eV for a SSV under 5% with AB Ce 3+ configuration. * polarons are no longer fully localized in one specific Ce site, rather, the polaronic charge is shared between the two sites in a sort of bonding/anti-bonding configuration (cf. isosurfaces in Fig. S2 ). Figure S3 . The near-surface oxygen vacancy formation energy, Ef = Eb + Er, as a function of strain for the most stable SSV and SSSV with 2 × 2 periodicity. Eb is the energy cost to create a near-surface oxygen vacancy without allowing for lattice relaxations, i.e., the bond breaking energy, and Er, the gain in relaxation energy.
